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Greetings, Customer,

Over the past year, the My Clean Energy program has continued to grow and so has interest in and          
adoption for renewables across the state and country. This is exciting as many of you have shared that        
being a part of the clean energy transition is a reason for your participation in this program. 

Collectively, you and more than 4,000 other Avista customers have made the commitment to clean,            
renewable energy. In total, your My Clean Energy subscriptions have represented 62,963,800 kilowatt        
hours (kWh) of renewable energy this year alone! These investments are helping to offset emissions           
associated with the equivalent amount of the carbon sequestered by 54,646 acres of U.S. forests or the 
greenhouse emissions from 9,700 passenger vehicles for one year. 

At the same time, we have seen major weather events across the country and drought conditions in the 
west create havoc on the electric system and result in less renewable generation than in typical years.         
We have also seen a growing number of corporations and municipalities adopt their own clean energy  
goals. Together, this combination of increased demand and tightening supply has caused a dramatic 
run-up in the price for renewable energy credits (RECs). 

While it is great news to hear that there is more demand, that also means that these valuable resources 
have increased in price as well. The My Clean Energy program is designed in such a way that all costs and 
benefits are confined to subscribers, with no profit to Avista. In order to keep the program viable, Avista      
has made a commission filing to make the necessary price changes. 

As a subscriber in the 100% clean option, if approved, your subscription will change from a $0.01 per kWh  
to $0.013 per kWh starting on your January bill. Based on an average residential customer monthly bill,   
your contribution would change from $9.00 per month to $11.70 per month) . 

If you would like an opportunity to provide comment to the Washington Utilities and Transportation        
Commission (WUTC) on our proposed changes or to learn more about this filing, click here or 
call 1-888-333-9882 and reference Docket UE-210798.  

Written communication can also be provided to the WUTC at:

621 Woodland Square Loop SE, 
Lacey, WA 98503

The WUTC has the authority to set final rates that may vary from our proposed request, which may be         
either higher or lower depending on the results of the investigation.

You can also contact Avista Customer Service directly at 800-227-9187 with any questions.

Again, we thank you for your continued support of My Clean Energy.
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Issue Date: December 6, 2022 

Greetings, «FIRST_NAME», 

Over the past year, the My Clean Energy program has continued to grow and so has interest in and 

adoption for renewables across the state and country. This is exciting as many of you have shared that 

being a part of the clean energy transition is a reason for your participation in this program.  

Collectively, you and more than 4,000 other Avista customers have made the commitment to clean, 

renewable energy. In total, your My Clean Energy subscriptions have represented 62,963,800 kilowatt 

hours (kWh) of renewable energy this year alone! These investments are helping to offset emissions 

associated with the equivalent amount of the carbon sequestered by 54,646 acres of U.S. forests or the 

greenhouse emissions from 9,700 passenger vehicles for one year.  

At the same time, we have seen major weather events across the country and drought conditions in the 

west create havoc on the electric system and result in less renewable generation than in typical years. 

We have also seen a growing number of corporations and municipalities adopt their own clean energy 

goals. Together, this combination of increased demand and tightening supply has caused a dramatic run-

up in the price for renewable energy credits (RECs).  

While it is great news to hear that there is more demand, that also means that these valuable resources 

have increased in price as well. The My Clean Energy program is designed in such a way that all costs 

and benefits are confined to subscribers, with no profit to Avista. In order to keep the program viable, 

Avista has made a commission filing to make the necessary price changes.  

As a subscriber in the 100% clean option, if approved, your subscription will change from a $0.01 per 

kWh to $0.013 per kWh starting January 1st. Based on an average residential customer monthly bill, your 

contribution would change from $9.00 per month to $11.70 per month. 

If you would like an opportunity to provide comment to the Washington Utilities and Transportation 

Commission (WUTC) on our proposed changes or to learn more about this filing, by visiting 

https://www.utc.wa.gov/consumers/submit-comment or calling 1-888-333-9882 and reference Docket 

UE-210798.   

Written communication can be emailed to comments@utc.wa.gov or via mail at: 

Utilities and Transportation Commission 
P.O. Box 47250,  
Olympia, WA 98504 

The WUTC has the authority to set final rates that may vary from our proposed request, which may be 
either higher or lower depending on the results of the investigation. 

You can also contact Avista Customer Service directly at 800-227-9187 with any questions. 

Again, we thank you for your continued support of My Clean Energy. 
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Greetings, «FIRST_NAME», 

Over the past year, the My Clean Energy program has continued to grow and so has interest in and 

adoption for renewables across the state and country. This is exciting as many of you have shared that 

being a part of the clean energy transition is a reason for your participation in this program.  
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While it is great news to hear that there is more demand, that also means that these valuable resources 

have increased in price as well. The My Clean Energy program is designed in such a way that all costs 

and benefits are confined to subscribers, with no profit to Avista. In order to keep the program viable, 

Avista has made a commission filing to make the necessary price changes.  

As a subscriber in the national program option, if approved, your subscription will change from $1.00 

per 300 kWh block to $1.00 per 100 kWh block effective January 1st. (Your monthly dollar contribution 

will not change--only the kilowatt hours (kWh) represented within the block(s) subscribed).   

If you would like an opportunity to provide comment to the Washington Utilities and Transportation 
Commission (WUTC) on our proposed changes or to learn more about this filing, by visiting 
https://www.utc.wa.gov/consumers/submit-comment or calling 1-888-333-9882 and reference Docket 
UE-210798.   
 
Written communication can be emailed to comments@utc.wa.gov or via mail at: 

Utilities and Transportation Commission 
P.O. Box 47250,  
Olympia, WA 98504 
 

The WUTC has the authority to set final rates that may vary from our proposed request, which may be 
either higher or lower depending on the results of the investigation. 

You can also contact Avista Customer Service directly at 800-227-9187 with any questions. 

Again, we thank you for your continued support of My Clean Energy. 
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Greetings, «FIRST_NAME», 

Over the past year, the My Clean Energy program has continued to grow and so has interest in and 

adoption for renewables across the state and country. This is exciting as many of you have shared that 

being a part of the clean energy transition is a reason for your participation in this program.  

Collectively, you and more than 4,000 other Avista customers have made the commitment to clean, 

renewable energy. In total, your My Clean Energy subscriptions have represented 62,963,800 kilowatt 

hours (kWh) of renewable energy this year alone! These investments are helping to offset emissions 

associated with the equivalent amount of the carbon sequestered by 54,646 acres of U.S. forests or the 

greenhouse emissions from 9,700 passenger vehicles for one year.  

At the same time, we have seen major weather events across the country and drought conditions in the 

west create havoc on the electric system and result in less renewable generation than in typical years. 

We have also seen a growing number of corporations and municipalities adopt their own clean energy 

goals. Together, this combination of increased demand and tightening supply has caused a dramatic run-

up in the price for renewable energy credits (RECs).  

While it is great news to hear that there is more demand, that also means that these valuable resources 

have increased in price as well. The My Clean Energy program is designed in such a way that all costs 

and benefits are confined to subscribers, with no profit to Avista. In order to keep the program viable, 

Avista has made a commission filing to make the necessary price changes.  

As a subscriber in the regional option, if approved, your subscription will change from $1.00 per 100 

kWh block to $1.30 per 100 kWh block effective January 1st. As an example, if you are currently 

subscribed to one block per month, your charge will change from $1.00 to $1.30. 

If you would like an opportunity to provide comment to the Washington Utilities and Transportation 
Commission (WUTC) on our proposed changes or to learn more about this filing, by visiting 
https://www.utc.wa.gov/consumers/submit-comment or calling 1-888-333-9882 and reference Docket 
UE-210798.   
 
Written communication can be emailed to comments@utc.wa.gov or via mail at: 

Utilities and Transportation Commission 
P.O. Box 47250,  
Olympia, WA 98504 
 

The WUTC has the authority to set final rates that may vary from our proposed request, which may be 
either higher or lower depending on the results of the investigation. 

You can also contact Avista Customer Service directly at 800-227-9187 with any questions. 

Again, we thank you for your continued support of My Clean Energy. 
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